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Observation of excess quantum noise in a geometrically stable laser

Å. M. Lindberg,* M. A. van Eijkelenborg, K. Joosten, G. Nienhuis, and J. P. Woerdman
Huygens Laboratory, Leiden University, P.O. Box 9504, 2300 RA Leiden, The Netherlands

~Received 30 July 1997!

We have observed excess quantum noise in a geometrically stable He-Xe laser. This was achieved by
insertion of an aperture in front of one of the laser mirrors, the aperture diameter being considerably smaller
than the beam waist of the lowest-loss Gaussian mode. The measured excess noise is as large as a factor of 15
for the smallest aperture. A simple model is introduced to calculate the transverse excess noise factor using a
far-field approximation. We have studied the square and circularly shaped aperture case, both theoretically and
experimentally. Our experimental data demonstrate that the overall excess noise factor is given by the product
of the transverse and longitudinal excess noise factors, except for the smallest circular apertures, where the
results suggest that possible effects of gain guiding and waveguiding need to be considered.
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PACS number~s!: 42.50.Lc, 42.60.Da, 42.55.Lt
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I. INTRODUCTION

The quantum-limited laser linewidth has been explo
both theoretically and experimentally in a variety of situ
tions @1#. Recently there has been an increasing interes
lasers for which the quantum linewidth is enhanced by
excess noise factor, the so-calledK factor. This linewidth
enhancement arises as a result of the nonorthogonality o
laser-cavity eigenmodes@2–18#. Excess noise is commonl
classified as being due to either longitudinal mode non
thogonality, caused by large localized losses@14–17#, or due
to a transverse mode nonorthogonality, which occurs in
sers with gain guiding@6,7# and in unstable-cavity laser
@3,4,8–11#. Experimentally it has been demonstrated that
transverse excess noise factor can enhance the laser
width by more than two orders of magnitude in unstab
cavity lasers@3,8# whereas the longitudinal excess noise fa
tor stays much closer to unity; the largest reported valu
7.1 @17#.

Mode nonorthogonality may also occur in a stable cav
by using a sufficiently small aperture. A first theoretic
study of the transverse excess noise factor in an apert
stable-cavity laser was very recently presented by Bru
et al. @18#; so far, it has not been observed experimenta
We present here measurements of large excess noise fa
in a stable-cavity laser. This is achieved by introducing
aperture in front of one of the laser mirrors, with a diame
that is smaller than the lowest-loss mode diameter. T
causes strong diffraction losses and perturbs the transv
eigenmodes in such a way that the true, diffraction-affec
eigenmodes become mutually nonorthogonal@19#. This
should lead to a transverse excess noise factorKT . In addi-
tion, a small aperture will also introduce a strong longitu
nal inhomogeneity of the laser field, which automatically im
plies a longitudinal excess noise factorKL @14–17#. Our
analysis in Sec. III extends the theory of Brunelet al. @18# by
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considering also the longitudinal aspects of the problem.
overall ~global! K factor does not in general factorize into
productKLKT in the presence of transverse inhomogene
@20–22#. For example, in gain-guided semiconductor las
the longitudinal and transverse field distributions are coup
so no separate excess noise factorsKT and KL exist. How-
ever, in the special case of a cavity with transversely unifo
gain and a single aperture in one of the mirror planes,
transverse factorKT becomes independent of the longitudin
coordinate, leading to a factorization of the global noise f
tor K5KLKT @22#.

The paper is organized as follows. First we present
experimental results in Sec. II. Then we calculate the exc
noise factorsKT andKL on the basis of a far-field model in
Sec. III. In Sec. IV we compare the measurements to
calculations. We end with conclusions in Sec. V.

II. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Our He-Xe gas laser operates on the high-gainl 5 3.51
mm transition. The operating pressure is 1.2 kPa and the
fraction is about 0.3%. This leads to a full width at ha
maximum~FWHM! gain bandwidthg/p 5 232 MHz. In a
borosilicate gain tube, with a length of 4.5 cm and an inn
diameter of 2.2 mm, an RF discharge is maintained. T
cavity, as shown in Fig. 1, consists of one concave g
mirror ~radius of curvatureR560 cm, reflectivityR15 99%!

cs,
FIG. 1. Schematic drawing of the laser.R1 andR2 are the mirror

reflectivities, RF is the radio-frequency power source, andL the
cavity length. The laser output powerPout is coupled out through
the flat mirrorR2.
3036 © 1998 The American Physical Society
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57 3037OBSERVATION OF EXCESS QUANTUM NOISE IN A . . .
and a dielectric flat outcoupling mirror (R2 5 70%! with a
mirror spacingL55.4 cm. With no limiting aperture in the
cavity we calculate the waist of the unperturbed fundame
Gaussian TEM00 mode to be 2w050.88 mm on the flat mir-
ror. Right in front of this mirror we insert a square or circ
larly shaped aperture. The square aperture consists of
razor blades, which can be adjusted to change the sizeb of
the opening~we defineb as the edge of the square!. The
circular apertures consisted of sharp-edged holes with a
ameterb between 0.39 and 0.69 mm; the holes were dril
conically from one side into a metallic plate of 1 mm thic
ness. The aperture diameters were considerably smaller
the diameter 2w0 of the unperturbed Gaussian mode, in o
der to cause severe diffraction losses. As the aperture si
made smaller, the cavity loss rate increases, which cha
the laser linewidth in a standard Schawlow-Townes fash
@1#, i.e., in a way not related to the excess noise fac
Therefore, for each aperture that we used, we measured
corresponding cavity loss rateG using the technique de
scribed in@23# to correct for this effect~the correction re-
mains small compared toK, i.e., a factor of 1.2–2.7, sinc
the laser operates in the bad-cavity regime@1#!. To measure
the quantum-limited linewidth we use the polarizatio
rotation technique@8–10,23# in which the He-Xe discharge
tube is placed in a longitudinal magnetic field. The las
linewidth is deduced from the spectral width of the beat f
quency between thes1 and s2 Zeeman-split laser field
components. The linewidth shows the familiar double-valu
behavior with output power, in agreement with previous o
servations@23,24#. The measured linewidths can then
compared to the linewidth calculations~see @1#!, which
yields the excess noise factor. The incomplete-inversion
tor Nsp was measured independently from the noncons
linewidth-power productDnPout as a function of the RF
power. An extrapolation to zero RF power gaveNsp5Nsp

(0)

1lPrf with Nsp
(0)51.3~1! andl50.8~1! W21 ~see@24#!.

The measured excess noise factors, obtained both
square and circular apertures are presented in Fig. 2~a! as a
function of the aperture sizeb. Figure 2~a! shows that exces
noise can indeed occur in a geometrically stable cavity, w

FIG. 2. Measurement results of~a! excess noise factor and~b!
cavity loss rateG, both plotted vsb, the size of the aperture. Th
data corresponding to a square~circular! aperture are shown a
squares~circles!. In ~a! the data are fitted to the functionK51
1c0 b24, and in ~b! to G5c11c2 b24, with c0, c1, and c2 fit
parameters. Thisb24 dependence follows from our far-field mod
~see text!. The offset parameterc1 in ~b! accounts for
b-independent losses, such as the intracavity-window losses an
transmission through theR570% mirror.
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excess noise factors up to 15. We find that the magnitud
the excess noise factor is limited by the available gain in
He-Xe discharge; when an aperture with a size below 0
mm is inserted in the cavity, the laser cannot be brou
above threshold any more. The measurements of the ca
loss rateG are shown in Fig. 2~b!. The dashed curves in bot
Fig. 2~a! and Fig. 2~b! are fits, which show that both theK
factor and the losses contain ab24 dependence as predicte
by the far-field model discussed below.

III. THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS

In order to calculate a transverse excess noise factorKT
one needs to know the transverse laser mode intensity pr
and wavefront curvature. For very small aperture diame
b, we can describe the mode profile after one round
through the cavity by the far-field diffraction pattern orig
nating from the aperture~see Fig. 3!. This approach is valid
in the far-field limit, i.e., whenb2!2Ll. ~In the experiments
shown in Fig. 2 this condition is not really fulfilled; 2Ll
50.38 mm2 whereas 0.16 mm2,b2,0.48 mm2.! In the
case of a square aperture we can write for the field amplit
@25#

U~x,y!5U0

sin bx

bx

sin by

by
eik~x21y2!/4L, ~1!

and in the case of a circular aperture

U~r !5U0

2J1~b r !

b r
eikr 2/4L. ~2!

The parameterbs5
1
2 kbsinus with tanus5s/2L and k

52p/l. In the case of a square aperture,s stands for the
Cartesian coordinatesx andy, whereas in the case of a cir
cular apertures is the radial coordinater . For simplicity we
have neglected the weak focusing of theR560 cm mirror
opposite to the aperture.

To calculate theK factors we choose a reference pla
just before the aperture and write the transverse amplit
profile of the wave going to the right asU @see Eqs.~1! and
~2!#. The wave traveling to the left at the reference plane
an amplitude given byV5U inside the aperture (2b/2,s
,b/2) andV50 elsewhere. Using this ‘‘cutoff’’ of the far-
field mode profile, the transverse excess noise factor at
reference planeKT can easily be calculated as described
Refs. @2,12#. Assuming a transversely uniform gain theKT
factor is independent of the longitudinal coordinate so we
not restricted to this choice of a reference plane; a calcula
of KT at different planes along the cavity gives the sa
result.

the

FIG. 3. The circulating transverse mode profileuU(x)u is de-
scribed as the far-field diffraction pattern at a distance 2L from an
aperture with a sizeb.
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The square and circular data points in Fig. 4 show
calculatedKT factors of a square and a circular apertur
laser, plotted againstb24. Figure 4 clearly shows theb24

proportionality of theK factor. It must be noted that in th
case of a variable-reflectivity-mirror~VRM! laser~where the
laser mirrors have a Gaussian reflectivity profile! a similar
dependence has been found in the small aperture limit@5#.
The b24 behavior can be understood as follows. The mo
lus of the eigenvaluea of the field propagator is obtained b
settinguau2 equal to the integral ofuVu2 divided by the inte-
gral of uUu2, where the integrals are the two-dimension
space integrals over the~infinite! area of the reference plan
~note thatU extends in principle to infinity whereasVÞ0
only inside the aperture!. In the far-field limit one then finds
uau;b2/2lL. The intensity losses scale asuau22 , i.e., as
b24. Using Eqs.~1! and~2! it can easily be shown that in th
far-field limit also KT}uau22, and thusKT}b24. Appar-
ently, for an apertured stable cavity, there exists a dir
relation betweenKT and the losses. This is in contrast wi
theK factor in an unstable-cavity laser, for which no obvio
relation exists@10#. Another difference between a stable a
an unstable cavity is that for the stable cavityKT is larger
(;1.6 times! for a circular as compared to a square apert
whereas this is the other way around for the unstable ca
@9,13#. Within the far-field model we can ascribe the larg
KT value for the circular aperture to the fact that a circu
hole of diameterb has less transmission than a square h
with an edgeb ~when the screen in which the apertures a
set is uniformly illuminated!. Contradictory to the far-field
model we find in the measurements@Fig. 2~a!# that KT is
;2.3 times smaller~instead of;1.6 times larger! for the
circular as compared to the square aperture case. This
crepancy will be discussed below.

As a check on the validity of our far-field model we n
merically calculated the transverse eigenmodes of the a
tured laser using an iterative Fox-Li-type calculation@26#.
We find that theKT values calculated this way nicely agre
with those calculated with our simple far-field model. Su
prisingly, the fact that we have not really fulfilled the fa
field conditionb2@2Ll does not lead to strong deviation
The advantage of our model, apart from the shorter num

FIG. 4. Transverse excess noise factorKT calculated with the
far-field model as a function ofb24 for a circular ~circles! and a
square~squares! aperture. The dashed lines are linear fits to
calculations. For the experimental data shown in Fig. 2~a! the val-
ues ofb24 lie between 4 and 40 mm24.
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cal computation times, is that we gain more physical insig
Apart from the transverse-diffraction effects describ

above, the apertured laser obviously also has a strong
uniformity of the longitudinal field distribution. In a one
dimensional description the system can be seen as consi
of one highly reflecting mirrorR1'1 ~the gold mirror! and a
mirror with effectively a low reflectivityR2

eff ~the diffraction
loss at the aperture is taken up in the mirror reflectivityR2).
The enhancement of the quantum linewidth in this situat
can be calculated from@14–17#

KL5
~12R2

eff!2

R2
eff ln2R2

eff
. ~3!

According to Eq.~3! KL increases dramatically as the refle
tivity R2 becomes small. The measured cavity loss rateG
~see Fig. 2! is mainly due to diffraction losses at the apertu
in front of the outcoupling mirror. We can, for each value
the aperture sizeb, determine the effective reflectivity of th
aperture-mirror combinationR2

eff by using the relationG5

2(c/2L)ln R2
eff . For the data shown in Fig. 2~a! the corre-

sponding values of the effective reflectivityR2
eff range from

30% to 0.3%. For simplicity we have neglected the windo
losses in this calculation~when these are taken into accou
properly, the calculated values ofKL change by only a few
percent!.

IV. COMPARISON OF THEORY AND EXPERIMENT

To combine all of the above results we plot in Fig. 5 t
calculations ofKT andKL as a function ofb. We have also
plotted the experimental results for the circular and squ
apertures already shown in Fig. 2.

As mentioned above, the measuredK factors are smaller
for the circular than for the square aperture case, contrar
our far-field model~Fig. 4!. In the square aperture case, t
productKLKT ~dashed curves in Fig. 5! agrees with the data
points@Fig. 5 ~b!# but not in the circular case@Fig. 5 ~a!# @see
in particular the smallest aperture points in Fig. 5~a!; the
measured values lie much below the calculated produc
KLKT#. We think that the discrepancy in the circular apertu
case@Fig. 5~a!# can be ascribed to the possible presence
guiding mechanisms such as gain guiding and waveguid

FIG. 5. The calculated longitudinal and transverse excess n
factors~solid curves! plotted together with the measuredK factors
against the aperture sizeb of ~a! a circular and~b! a square aperture
The productKLKT is shown by the dashed curve.
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57 3039OBSERVATION OF EXCESS QUANTUM NOISE IN A . . .
Guiding tends to concentrate the field intensity along
cavity axis, leading to a lower loss, and, thus a to lowerK
factor. Our discharge tube has a circular cross section. Th
fore, due to symmetry reasons, the guiding effects will
more efficient when the mode itself also has a circular sy
metry. This hypothesis is corroborated by the fact that
measured losses are;1.3 times smaller in the circular cas
@Fig. 2~b!# as compared to the square case. This is to
compared to the case with no guiding present; the inten
losses scale asb24, i.e., as~area! 22, leading to losses being
(4/p)2;1.6 times larger~instead of;1.3 times smaller! in
the circular case than in the square case.

We will briefly try to quantify the possible gain guidin
and waveguiding mechanisms. The He-Xe discharge h
radial gain distribution, which can lead to gain guiding.
fact, judging from the measurements in@27#, gain guiding
may already occur when the laser mode is still confined t
region that is considerably smaller than the diameter of
glass discharge tube~the gain coefficient can vary by tens o
percent!. Waveguiding is to be expected for the smallest a
erture cases, where the wings of the far-field pattern after
round trip would be outside the glass tube boundary.
estimate that in the worst case, i.e., the circularb50.4 mm
aperture, there is almost 10% of the power in the beam
yond the glass tube boundary. Due to grazing-incidence
flection, this leads to a reduction of the overall loss.
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V. CONCLUSIONS

We have shown experimentally that large excess no
factors can arise in stable-cavity lasers. This was achieve
insertion of a small aperture in front of one of the las
mirrors. We have shown in a simple far-field model that t
K factor for a stable cavity is directly related to the resona
losses, and that for decreasing aperture sizeb, both rise with
a b24 dependence. A large excess noise factor in the cas
a geometrically stable laser always implies large los
whereas for an unstable cavity laser large excess noise ca
realized already with relatively small losses~e.g., KT'200
2300 for R2

eff;25% @3,8#!. In the K-factor measurement
on a geometrically stable laser with a circular discharge t
we find, in the case of square apertures, agreement with
calculated values ofKLKT . In the case of circular aperture
our measurements suggest that a simple one-aperture st
cavity model is not sufficient; one needs to consider the p
sible presence of guiding mechanisms such as gain gui
or waveguiding, which can lower both the losses and theK
factor.
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